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Abstract 
The paper aims to give a general retrospective of situation during the crises, of Great Depression and Great Recession for some 
of the Balkan countries. It describes the relation of financial problems and economic development by making a comparison of 
two periods. This study provides a review of the theory behind the ties of these two components and the ways they affect each 
other. Both crises have had great impact in the countries but often these groups of countries have had symmetric hits, which lead 
to the idea of acting as a common region. At the end of the paper we advise the collaboration of the countries with each other, 
going on together toward the integration on the European Union. So these countries need to be competitive and be compact to 
each other. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 
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1. Introduction 
Most of the economists agree that financial development effects positively the economic growth. Theoretically, 
there are two ways of how financial development enables growth; the first one is through a financial development 
spurs growth (supply) and the other one is through a growth generates demand for financial products way (demand). 
The relationship between financial progress and economic growth is a hot discussion which has its start in the 18th 
century. A lot of authors such as Miller (1988), Hicks (1969), Schumpeter (1912), and Bagehot (1873) stated that 
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This first part of the study identifies the literature related to the relationship between the financial progress and 
economic growth. According to the literature, the authors are divided into two main groups, some of them think that 
the financial development is an important engine of the economic growth and the others think that economic growth 
is a kind of motor which foster the further development of financial sector. The second focus of this study is the 
identification of this relationship in the Balkans during two difficult periods, the great depression and the great 
recession. The effects of these two periods (crises) have been evident in almost all the countries, but our analysis is 
limited in just the Balkan countries. 
2. Literature Review 
Financial progress improves the producing of information about possible investments and allocating capital, 
trading, management of risk, diversification, monitoring firms and exerting corporate governance, mobilization of 
savings and easing the exchange of goods and services. These economic elements/tools have been studied from 
different authors in different years by taking into consideration different way.  
 
Financial tools, markets, and entities arise to ameliorate the impact of information, enforcement, and transactions 
costs, which have a direct effect in the savings level, investment ratios, technological innovations and state growth 
rates. From another perspective, changes in economic activity also can influence financial systems with dynamic 
implications for economic growth. The effects from financial progress to economic growth and from economic 
growth to financial progress can be defined to be a vicious cycle. 
3.  Economic Situation during 1929-1933 
Most states and countries were influenced by both crises. These global downturns influenced also the Balkans. 
Huge turns were clear in trade, industrial production, private consumption, inflation, FDI, commercial lending and 
government accounts. During the 79 years between this two crises different political policies and economic policies 
took place. For example, the stock market in 2008 did not decrease as much as in 1929. According to Robert J. 
Samuelson, (The Great Depression, Concise Encyclopedia of Economics), the depression can be understood only in 
the context of the times. There are four huge differences between then and now: 
 
3.a The gold standard: Most of the money was paper made, as in our days, but governments were obligated, if 
requested, to redeem the paper for gold. This "convertibility" put an upper limit on the amount of paper currency 
governments could print, and thus by preventing inflation. But on those days there was no philosophy of continuing 
and modes inflation. Most of the countries went bankrupt according to the gold standard and one of the main aims of 
the postwar was to restore the gold again. Great Britain, for example, returned to gold in 1925. Other countries 
backed their paper money with other currencies. Most of these currencies were American dollars and British pound. 
(Both of them were convertible to gold). As a result flexibility became lower and the idea that the inflation would 
not turn down the commitment to gold became very confident. 
 
3.b Economic policy: There was no a real economic policy. There was no belief or little belief that government 
could prevent business difficulties. This kind of thought was seen as natural and self-correcting. The lower wages 
and interest rates caused by slumps would spur recovery. The 1920-21 down turn (when industrial production fell 25 
percent) had preceded the prosperous twenties. "People will work harder, live a more moral life," Andrew Mellon, 
Treasury secretary under President Herbert Hoover, said after the depression started. "Enterprising people will pick 
up the wrecks from less competent people," he claimed. The only exception was the Federal Reserve, created in 
1913. It has the responsibility for providing funds to banks so that withdrawals would not trigger bank runs and a 
financial panic. 
 
3.c Patterns of Production: In our today economy the raw materials or farming are not as important as they used to 
be before. As a result, the decreasing of prices destroyed the purchasing power of farmers and other producers by 
crippling the domestic power and prosperity in the world trade. In 1929 farming accounted for 23 percent of U.S. 
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employment (versus 2.5 percent today). Two-fifths of world trade was in farm products, another fifth in other raw 
materials. Poor countries exported food and raw materials and imported manufactured goods from industrial nations. 
 
3.d The impact of World War I: The inflation during the war, as the gold standard had been suspended, raised prices 
and inspired fears that gold stocks were inadequate to provide backing for enlarged money supplies at the new, 
higher price level. This was one reason that convertible currencies, such as the dollar and pound, were used as gold 
substitutes. The war weakened Britain, left Germany with massive reparations payments, and split the Austro-
Hungarian Empire into many countries. These countries, adding the Germany, depended on foreign loans to pay for 
their imports. The arrangement was unstable because any withdrawal of short-term loans would force the borrowing 
countries to retrench, which could cripple world trade. 
 
The impacts of 1929 crisis are as follows: 
• Significant increase in unemployment 
• Decline of Gross national product  
• Decreasing of General prices of goods 
• Gold standard collapsed (governments tried to protect their reserves of gold by keeping interest rates high and 
credit tight for too long). 
• Negative impact on credit, spending, and prices. 
 
The incomes of neighbor’s countries decreased significantly as a result of the fall in prices of raw materials. The 
foreign debt payments became extremely difficult and by the end of 1931 countries like Poland, Romania, 
Yugoslavia and Bulgaria were in indebtedness. Exchange control and state intervention in financial market was the 
primary policies to be considered under these circumstances. These policies had significant deflationary effects on 
enterprises and a knock on effect on the financial and credit facilities. 
4.  Economic Crisis during 2008-2010 for SEE 
The great depression had a deep impact in all the economy of countries. The EU trade partners decreased the 
demand for export which affected to lower industrial production, reducing private consumption inflation, Foreign 
Direct Investments, commercial lending and government accounts. 
 
4.a Trade:  Bosnia and Herzegovina affected from the collapse in commodity prices while Croatian exports faced 
with the real effective appreciation of the kuna relative to the euro in 2010. Merchandise exports in 2010 have 
declined by 34.2% in the Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia but for 20011 it saw trade growth like Bulgaria 
and Romania. During the recession period in 2007-2010 the export in all countries has slowed dramatically almost 
42% from January to June 2010. Trade has dropped in manufacturing export by 6% per month, furniture equipment, 
and in all important export industries for many countries. Albania’s export reduced demand in its largest trading 
partners. 
 
4.b Industrial production: Both Macedonian and Montenegro face declined in production in the mining and 
quarrying industry. It is not only the mining and metals industries but also textiles and clothing, motor vehicles and 
machinery and equipment production were all affected. However in December 2008, manufacturing output seemed 
to increase in Bosnia and in early 2009 industrial production has increased in almost all countries. In the half of 
2010 and 2010 industrial production and export have declined more than GDP in those countries with average 
growth 3.1%/month for industrial production. In the Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina prices has declined also 
global demand reduced in the mining of metal ores by 50%. Bulgaria was affected more in manufacture of basic 
metals declined by 58% and it has fallen 16% for output of basic and fabricated metals. 
 
4.c Private consumption: In all countries retail trade has declined but for Croatia has been a dramatically decrease. 
The decline in Romania for retail trade was mostly evident in the sales of motor vehicles which were down by 32%. 
As all the other economic indicators, domestic consumer spending and private consumption have fallen as a result of 
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weakened consumer confidence. In Moldova, growth in private consumption has declined from 8% in the half of 
2010 to only 4.7% in 2011 and an important factor leading domestic consumption into downturn is the reduction of 
remittance inflows. In Bosnia and Herzegovina current transfers fell by 28%, in Croatia by 11%, in Moldova by 7%, 
in Romania by 44% while the biggest fall in current transfers happened in Bulgaria and the Former Yugoslav 
Republic by 38% and 46% monthly. In 2010, a current transfer has fallen for all countries except Montenegro, 
where they grew by 3%, and Serbia. 
 
4.d Foreign Direct Investment: The most affected from this crisis are manufacturing, food processing, apparel, 
chemicals and plastics, machinery, equipment and computers. The crisis affected negatively the FDI inflows by 
reducing them from EUR 7.6 billion to 4.8 billion inside of four months. FDI fell by 36% in Bulgaria, 20% in the 
Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, 12% in Montenegro and 9% in Romania. Also the countries like Albania, 
Croatia and Serbia faced the sharpest decline in Foreign Direct Investment. 
 
4.e Inflation: In Bulgaria, average consumer prices changed by 12% in 5%. In Croatia, consumer prices came down 
to 2.9% while in Moldova fell significantly to 1% Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, the Former Yugoslav Republic 
of Macedonia and Romania have also seen falls in consumer price inflation. Before the 2010 recession, the countries 
experienced higher rates of inflation around 10% reflecting increases in the international price of oil and surging 
food prices but in the half of 2010 the slowdown in consumer consumption lead to weakness inflation in all 
countries. 
 
4.f Government accounts: In the current years, few governments in the region have recorded a budget surplus. For 
2009, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, Moldova and Romania all recorded a budget deficit. Only Bulgaria enjoyed 
a budget surplus, of 3.8% of GDP in2009 and in 2010 it estimated 3.1% in order to expand fiscal stimulus policies. 
For 2009 the Total external debt stock in the region was about 59% of total GDP and for 2010 is seemed to have 
increase 25% which predicts a higher interest and principal payments for many countries. 
5.  Conclusion 
There is a lot of literature regarding the causality direction – finance progress, economic growth, growth-driven 
finance and bi-directional – between financial development and economic growth. In this study it is taken into 
consideration the two periods, respective crises of 1929 and that of 2008 and their effects in economy. Even if these 
two crises have similar impacts, they have also different aspects because of the 79 years between them. In economic 
perspective, the main differences are: gold standard, economic policy, production pattern, the impact of WW I. 
Coming to the end, the crisis of 2008 had negative impact in trade volume for Balkan countries. Industrial 
production and private consumption had significantly decreased for these countries. Foreign direct investments, 
inflation rates and budget accounts had a lot of fluctuation after 2008. All these negative impacts have formed a 
closed, negative influencing cycle from financial sector to economic growth and vice-versa. Even though, it is 
important to underline that almost all the Balkan countries had similar impacts, which means that they should adopt 
similar policies. 
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